
How Censorship Killed Democracy and Created
“Digital MK Ultra” and Military Rule in the
West

written by GEG | February 19, 2024

NATO was threatened by right-wing populist movements in Europe, and President Trump,
which led to the weaponized censorship because the populists had the power to kill NATO
without firing a shot. NATO is the military muscle behind the UN’s World Bank and
International Monetary Fund and other institutions of power. 

Trump Points to Victoria Nuland and State
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On the left, Democrats still insist that Trump is a Russian agent despite his policies
to incite war. On the right, Trump radically escalated tensions with Russia. When Trump
was in office, he failed to drain the swamp and appointed neocons and war mongers. Trump
was threatened when he was in office.
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American citizens, green card holders, and Afghan allies are stranded in Afghanistan
following Biden’s botched troop withdrawal. A rescuer said that while the Taliban has
been allowing the evacuation of Americans and their allies, the US State Department is
blocking rescue flights from leaving the country.

Tucker Carlson Describes Trump’s Expression
of Faith in US Intelligence Agencies as a
‘Hostage Tape’

written by GEG | February 19, 2024

Tucker Carlson called Trump’s capitulation to the intelligence community’s line that
Russia is a major threat a ‘hostage tape.’ Tucker then gave examples of how US
intelligence agencies, the deep state, and NGOs, have kept America in wars for the past
20 years, including the invasion of Iraq, the killing of Libyan President Moamar
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Gadhafi, and the prolonged Syrian war that led to open borders in Europe.

US May Freeze Funding for Controversial
White Helmets in Syria After Chemical Attack
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While the White Helmets claim to be neutral, they have been accused of staging chemical
attacks, and they are linked to the al-Nusra terror group. The US State Department is
reviewing its support for the White Helmets that have received at least $32 million from
US taxpayers. The White Helmets are well-funded for a group that claims to be self-
organized.
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Jake Morphonios analyzes the significance of CIA Director Mike Pompeo’s nomination to
the post of Secretary of State. He gives the history of the Council on Foreign
Relations, founded in 1921, and shows how this group ever since has been at the center
of a movement to transform the US from an independent nation into a subdivision of a
world Marxist government. No one is spared in this dissertation. If you ever voted for a
US president who won the election, including Donald Trump, be prepared to be indignant –
and enlightened. This is one of the finest history lessons you will ever find.
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The State Department has authorized $700,000 US taxpayer dollars to fund Hungarian
media outlets that oppose Prime Minister Orbán’s conservative government, which is
pushing back against the European Union’s policy of mass migration. He also is
exposing the European  politicians who Soros has called “reliable allies”.

Benghazi Security Contractors Say US State
Department Silenced Them
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The US State Department chose a small Welsh security contractor to protect the US
Embassy who hired local guards, but did not arm them.

US State Department Quietly Opens the
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President Trump’s executive order to limit refugees entering the US is stalled in the
courts while the US State Department, acting entirely on its own, quietly lifted
restrictions on the number of refugees allowed into the US. It makes no difference what
the voters want – or don’t want.

US State Department Says It ‘Believes’ A
Syrian Prison May Be Cremating Bodies of
Executed Prisoners
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The US State Department accused Syrian President Assad of using a crematorium outside of
the capital Damascus to dispose of the bodies of thousands of executed prisoners. The
evidence presented is a satellite image of a building that looks like a crematorium.
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